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Out of the companies, Dolby is the company with the best overall financial and operation
health. According to the table that accounted its financial statements for the past three years,
Dolby has stable profit margins that generates a revenue in the billions, the only company in
ten figures. Corporate competition to gain more patents as old ones expire may mean new
jobs created, increased funding for schools, investment in technology or engineering
education, and further need for purchase of marketing and salespeople.
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arXivLabs: experimental projects with
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arXivLabs is a framework that allows collaborators to develop and share new arXiv features
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Both individuals and organizations that work with arXivLabs have embraced and accepted our

values of openness, community, excellence, and user data privacy. arXiv is committed to these

values and only works with partners that adhere to them.

Have an idea for a project that will add value for arXiv's community? Learn more about
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